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Abstract: Existence of dark stuff (dark matter + dark energy) is overwhelming. The WIMPs (Weakly interacting massive particles)
hypnotized for the existence of dark stuff have not been detected. We are exploring the linkage of our quantum mechanical probabilistic
and gravity to the issue of dark stuff in the universe. Our new horizon gives us a deeper insight, pointing to small black holes as
candidates of dark stuff. We invoke the spooky nature of quantum physics which gets spookier to hold the universe together.
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1. Introduction
The author (described as “we” all along) derived the
strong coupling (Cs) by a quantum mechanical
modification of Newtonian gravity [1]. We extend our
derivation towards the issue of dark matter. We refer to
an interesting quotation: “The really hard problems are
great,” Mike Turner said, “Because we know they’ll
require a crazy new idea” [2]. The author of the book
with that quotation (Mr. Panek) adds: “What science
needed now wasn’t the next Einstein but the next
Newton to codify the math of this new universe” [2].
Here, we put both of these encouragements in
perceptive, the latter one by taking a multifaceted
Newtonian approach.
“There is on-going research for the detection of
WIMPs based on the speculative idea of
supersymmetry, which attempts to unify the
fundamental forces of Nature, including gravity. The
detection of WIMPs is expected to find a solution to the
issue of dark stuff. We continue to hold and support our
view of the millennium that gravity is not a
fundamental force of Nature. We are therefore
exploring baryons as the particles to address the issue
of dark matter [3]. We struggle to point out baryons
(nucleons) and end up in qualifying hypothetical small
black holes as the candidates of dark matter.
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2. Dark Matter from Our Probabilistic
Gravity
Newton, wondered how “action at a distance”,
creates gravity without any visible action. Particles of
matter must be extending and interacting for these
actions to happen. Newtonian gravity is equivalent to
particles (mainly nucleons), extending to interact and
create forces like Css [1]. The abundance of dark stuff
implicitly suggests that we need to account for about 20
times more Css, making us wonder how “20 actions at a
distance” take place without seeing any of these actions.
That is the dilemma caused by the observation of dark
stuff. Our theory stating: “The probability of
interaction between two nucleons is inversely
proportional to the square of their separation in Planck
lengths” [1], which can be restated by adding the part
in bold to address the dark stuff: “The probability of
interactions between two nucleons is inversely
proportional to the square of their separation in Planck
lengths, with no limit on the sum of interactions that
one nucleon undergoes with other nucleons in the
universe.” If all nucleons in the universe were laid next
to each other in a line, Euler’s series expansion for the
sum of infinite inverse squares would give us the limit
of the sum of probabilities of first nucleon to interact
with all other nucleons in the universe simultaneously
as 1.645. The problem is that nucleons are not laid that
way. Therefore, instead of going from theory to predict
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observation,, we have to go
g from obserrvation to theeory.
Since the obbserved abunndance of thee dark stuff is 20
times the luminous maatter, each nucleon
n
mustt be
interacting with 20 nucleons
n
sim
multaneously.. A
simplifying example: Each nucleon must be likke a
superman with 20 hands; not a commoon man usingg one
hand as impplicitly assum
med for pullingg other nucleeons.
This would also explainn how quantuum particles hold
h
the universee together. Bonds
B
betweeen 20 diffeerent
cosmologicaal entities in the
t universe can be attributed
to these multiple
m
interactions by one nucleonn. A
simplifying example of thhe bondage: If
I 20 hypothetical
family mem
mbers of eaach person were spreadd in
different arbbitrary locatiions in the world,
w
the world
w
would be beetter bonded.

3. Points of
o Nucleon Interaction
ns
Symmetryy dictates thaat nucleon exxtensions froom a
luminous nuucleon would be radially divergent,
d
butt not
extending in
i perfect sttraight lines due to muutual
attractions along the way, makinng them cuurve
somewhat liike the way shown in Figg. 1 (part off the
default backkground imaage from an HP Compuuter).
Tiny bulb like
l
points at
a their ends represents their
t
hypotheticall points of innteractions where
w
they woould
generate Css.
s Since gravvity is dark, we never know
k
exactly wherre they interaact.

Fig. 1 Menttal image of spooky
s
nucleon
ns extending from
f
luminous mattter.

If the nucleoon extensionss were radiallly divergentt
straaight lines, most
m
of them would miss to
t interact ass
they
y would keepp on separatting more an
nd more withh
time. Their currvature in sppace would make somee
inteeract near thee star of theirr origin; otheers (1) in thee
galaaxies, (2) beyyond the galaaxies, and (3) potentially,,
bey
yond the preexistent universe. Unlike thee
cosm
mological coonstant, the nuumber 20 (orr whatever itss
exaact equivalentt) may not bee a constant in space andd
time; that is anotther issue.

4. Interaction
I
ns Create B
Black Holes
We
W find that the
t tiny bulb llike points are small blackk
holees. Here is why.
w
“A blackk hole is form
med when ann
agg
gregate of mass M is confinned within a radius of
(1))
R = 2 MG//c2
where,
w
G is the
t gravitatioonal constant and c is thee
speed of light [44]. The nucleeons interact via their tinyy
quaantum mouthhs [1]; thereffore we conssider that thee
sizee of their moouths (R) is oone Planck leength i.e. R=
=
-3
35
10 meter. Thee aggregate oof M (mass of
o nucleon =
-27
-11 3
1.67
7 × 10 kg) with
w G = (6.6675 × 10 m ·kg-1·s-2) andd
c = (300 × 106 (m/s)2) is 2 MG/c2 = 2.4
48 × 10-22 m..
Since 10-35 m is obviously less than 2.48 × 10-22 m, thee
agg
gregate of maass M is confiined in one Planck length,,
mak
king the quaantum mouthh a “small bllack hole”, a
can
ndidate of thee dark stuff. We cite one reference too
support its candidacy: “Thhe nature of dark matterr
rem
mains unknow
wn. Many iddeas have beeen proposedd
inclluding variouus types of baaryonic and non-baryonic
n
c
dark
k matter. Examples
E
of low-luminosity discretee
objeects include planets,
p
brow
wn dwarfs, low
w-mass stars,,
neu
utron stars andd small blackk holes” [5]. Therefore,
T
thee
tiny
y bulb like points are small black
k holes, thee
can
ndidates of daark stuff. The value of Cs is 1040 g. 10400
g is a high intenssity force com
mparable to a black hole. Itt
may
y appear andd disappear every Plancck time, onee
hun
ndred million,, trillion, trilliion, trillionth
h (1044 nth) off
a seecond, at far away
a
points oof nucleon intteractions. Itss
long
g range effecct is so small that it is mistaken strictlyy
as a short range phenomenonn. 1040 g dimiinishes to 1 g
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(Newtonian gravitation) at 1,000 femtometers (the
radius of atoms) [6]. Regardless, Css are black holes as
explained, and are, therefore, the candidates of dark
stuff. 20 × 1079 small black holes resulting from all
nucleon interactions in the universe are invisible (dark)
to us except they create gravitational effects throughout
the universe.

5. Aspects of Gravitation
5.1 Information Paradox
Considering gravitational lensing is ubiquitous to
dark matter, what Einstein’s genius figured out decades
ahead of time of the discovery of dark matter was the
effect of dark matter. The famous quote to explain
general relativity in one sentence approved by Einstein
is: “space tells mass how to move and mass tells space
how to curve” which is equivalent to “dark matter tells
luminous matter how to move and luminous matter tells
dark matter how to curve the path for it to move.”The
word “telling” implies “sending information”.
Information must prevail everywhere. We derived fine
structure constant as 1/137.046, close to its real value
1/137.04 [7]. We could not do that without first
applying quantum informatics to cosmology. We are
implicitly incorporating information here. The ON and
OFF blinking of the tiny bulb like points in Fig. 1 is
analogous to the OPEN and CLOSE positions of the
quantum mouths in [7]. Talking about information, Dr.
Hooft, a Nobel Laureate comments -“Most physicists
agree that a black hole should be described by a
Schrödinger equation, with a Herminean Hamiltonian,
but this requires a modification of general relativity.
Both General Relativity and Quantum Mechanics are
shaking on their foundations [8].” He repeated his view
this August in Stockholm to the best of our knowledge.
We are not modifying general relativity. We are
making quantum physics spookier, while spooky it
already is.
5.2 Classical Formulations of Gravity
Newtonian gravity works well in the solar system
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where the mass of the system is concentrated at the
central point, while General Relativity does a superb
job explaining the perihelion of Mercury in addition to
solar gravitation. MOND (Modification of Newtonian
dynamics) does well in the galaxies [9]. The mass
distribution is along the galactic disc. Why different
formulations work differently at different scales? Fig. 1
implies that the tendency of nucleons extending to
remote places and interacting there may not be
mathematically consistent with any given classical
formulation of gravity for all distances from one
Planck length on. “The amount of dark matter in the
universe determines the overall curvature of space.
This is because dark matter produces gravity and
gravity curves space” [10]. We say gravity links to Css
[1, 6, 7, 11]. The common word “gravity” in both
sentences relates strong couplings (Css) to dark stuff;
not as 1:1 but as 1:20, considering the (19 times more)
abundance of dark stuff, enabling our probabilistic
gravity to explain the dark stuff in its entirety without
the need of a hypothetical particle.

6. The Source of Our Information
While trying to save the draft file of this article this
October, a window popped up saying that the source of
this information is invalid; there is no evidence, so the
file will not be saved. We printed the file. The source of
this article is a series of our new ideas that cannot be
listed as a long list of references. Questionable old
ideas resist justifiable new ideas from coming to light.
Illustration: lack of evidence of the roundness of earth,
before Columbus discovered the shape of the earth,
could have delayed the ideas of gravitation.

7. Conclusions
The candidates for dark stuff are small black holes
created by nucleon interactions; and the abundance of
dark matter makes quantum mechanics spookier than
previously thought, further explaining its capability to
hold the universe together.
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